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I. Venice Surprises 
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Rialto Bridge 
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This is issued by His most serene Prince and by the 
Executors Against Blasphemy: (Let it be known)That it is 
rigorously forbidden for any Jewish man or Jewish 
woman, after they have become Christians/ to enter into 
or frequent the ghettos of this city (nei ghetti di questa 
citta)/  (or)to enter into the private houses of any Jews 
(men) or a Jewish woman under any pretext whatsoever. 
In the event of transgression,/the legal  penalty  is ropes, 
prison, galleys, whip, stocks and other punishments/ to 
be decided by their Excellencies after having considered 
the nature of the offense and of the transgressor./ 

Warning for New Chris0ans 



To facilitate information about the transgressors, trials 
will be initiated by the  Inquisition/. Secret denunciations 
will be received in the usual box (nella solita cassella) 
and, once the truth is verified, the transgressors will be 
rigorously punished with the above mentioned 
punishments. The accusers will get an award/bounty of 
100 ducats of 6.4 (lire) per ducat to be exacted (taken) 
from the goods of the offender.  The present 
proclamation is being published and carved in stone in 
the most frequented spot in the ghettos (nel luogo piu 
frequentato dei ghetti) so that it is clearly understood that 
every individual, without exception, must scrupulously 
follow it. Given by the above magistracy, 26 September 
1704 
Transcribed and translated by Jacqueline Gutwirth, with 
help from Katherine Jason 





A Child of the Ghe6o 
by Israel Zangwill 

There were two things in the Ghetto that had a strange 

attraction for the child: one was a large marble slab on the 

wall near his house, which he gradually made out to be a 

decree that Jews converted to Christianity should never 

return to the Ghetto nor consort with its inhabitants, under 

penalty of the cord, the gallows, the prison, the scourge, or 

the pillory; the other was a marble figure of a beautiful girl 

with falling draperies on the extreme wall of the Ghetto, 

surveying it with serene eyes. 



Relic and emblem of an earlier era, she co-

operated with the slab to remind the child of the 

strange vague world outside, where people of 

forbidden faith carved forbidden images. But he 

never went outside; at least never more than a few 

streets, for what should he do in Venice? 

Israel Zangwill, Dreamers of the Ghetto, pp. 12 



2. The Ghe6o 

Invented in Venice 
March 1516 



Il Ghe6o Poster 



e Ghetto 



Entering the Ghetto 



Entering the Ghetto 



Ghetto Campo 



Banco Rosso 



Holocaust Memorial 



Scuola Canton 



Schola Grande Tedesca 



Scuola Italiana 



Scuola Levantina 



Scuola Spagnola 



III. Outsiders as Insiders 



Daniel Rodriga 1579 ? 



Levantine Jew 1541 



Leone Modena 
•  Leon Modena (1571-1648)-a major Italian Jewish 

intellectual, rabbi, writer, preacher, musician, 
poet, teacher, and lecturer, who wrote a 
description of Jewish practices for King James I of 
England, Historia de' Riti Ebraici (History of Jewish 
Customs, published only in 1637), and an 
autobiography, Hayyei Yehuda (e Life of Judah).  



Hayyei Yehuda 



Hayyei Yehuda 



Sara Copio Sullam 
Sara Copio Sullam (1592-1641)-poet who hosted a 

literary salon that included both Jews and non-Jews, 
men and women. In 1621 she wrote a defense against 
charges in print brought by Baldassare Bonifaccio, 
who had attended her salon, that she did not believe 
in the immortality of the soul: Manifesto di Sara Copio 
Sulam Hebrea nel quale è de lei riprovata e detestata 
l'opinione negante l'immortalità dell'anima, falsamente 
attribuitale dal Signor Baldassare Bonifaccio, de lei 
dedicato all memoria di Simon Copio suo dilettissimo 
genitore (Manifesto by Sara Copio Sullam, Jewess, in 
which she condemns and deprecates the opinion denying 
the immortality of the soul, falsely attributed to her by 
Signor Baldassare Bonifaccio, dedicated to the Memory of 
Simon Coppio, her beloved father). 



IV. La Città degli Ebrei 
The City of the Jews 



Had I, Marino Sanuto, been a member of the Senate as I 
was last year, I would have spoken, though not to speak 
for the Jews, because I could describe many sharp 
practices of theirs in connexion with their loans.  

I would have spoken on the capitoli and had them 
amended, proving that Jews are even more necessary to 
a city than bakers are (dimostrando è necessarii più 
hebrei e pistori in una terra), and especially to this one, 
for the sake of the general welfare.  

Bakers and Jews in Venice 



I would have referred to the laws, and to what our 
ancestors have always done, and to the opinion of 
the Doctors of Alessandro of Imola, Pietro of 
Ancarano, Baldus and others, who advise us that 
Jews be kept to lend upon interest. And thus I would 
have spoken on the question at issue. It is true that I 
would not have wished them to keep shops dealing 
in second-hand goods, so as not to deprive 
Christians of a living, even though if they kept them 
goods could be sold very profitably (ancora che a 
tenirli sia gran beneficio di le robe si vol vender). Our 
countrymen have never wanted Jews to keep shops 
to trade in this city, but to buy and sell and go away 
again. But there should be none of this humbug in 
our State about expelling the Jews when there is no 
Monte di Pietà.  

Marino Sanuto 
(May 22, 1466 – 1536) 



Monument on So6oportego Fallier (near the Strada Nuova) 

His most serene Prince 
Makes it known 
And by Orders of the Illustrious and Excellent Inquisitor Over Customs 
That nobody, whether man or woman, dare make or commission to make, sell 
or commission to sell,   bread made of wheat flour,  whether foreign or home ‐
made (casalino) in any place in the city, nor may they  (sell) it from barges nor 
in the streets of the gate of the ghe6o, (per le strade alla porta di Ghe6o) or 
Riva dell’Olio, San0 Apostoli or in other  places in the city, under pain of  being 
whipped (corda), prison, galleys and of 25  ducats for each occurrence of those 
who disobey, the money to be divided so that ½  goes to the ministers who will 
arrest the culprit and ½ of the bread and  5 ducats to the guild of Bakers.  
(The decree goes on in long detail to describe other offenders and their 
punishments: even minor children, if caught selling, can be put out on public 
boats (s’intendano in corsi) and those who sent them to sell bread punished as 
above.  

The Guild of Bakers 



Inscribed Monument 



Innkeepers, hotel keepers are likewise cited. They may only sell bread stamped 
and marked by the guild of bakers; any other bread is contraband.  Barcaroli – 
those who sell from boats will pay a fine and have their boats burned).  

And again to the words of the decree: 
     The present proclama0on being publicly printed and engraved in marble at the 
gate of the ghe6o (alla porta del ghe6o), riva del oglio, san0 apoltoli, san Mar0n 
and other of the places most frequented by counterfeiters so that they can’t have 
any pretext of ignorance (of the law). 

Guild of Bakers  



Secret denuncia0ons will be accepted and a trial by Inquisi0on will be 
held in order “to eradicate this (disordine) chaos so pernicious both of 
the public interest as well as to the guild of the bakers.” 
Dated, 27 October 1727 
Gio Bafsta Lippoman, Inquisitor of Customs 
PUBLISHED on the steps of San Marco and of the Rialto and other places 
on the 31 October 1727. 

Transcribed and translated by Jacqueline Gutwirth, with help from 
Benjamin Ravid 



What Coryat Observed 

For travelers like Thomas Coryat, perhaps the most important 

of these early-modern visitors to Venice, and a contemporary 

of Shakespeare’s, the Jews were not people but (almost) extra 

terrrestrial aliens, even of the human species. 



The accounts of these travelers echo the pre-modern visual 

representations of Jews, including the horned Moses of Renaissance 

sculpture and painting. For these observers, the Jews looked almost 

human and yet, not being Christians, could not be members of 

their community or even of the human species. In Venetian 

administrative documents when Jews are referred to, the 

theological term “accursed” that brands them as refusers of 

Christianity’s mission is invariably included as a matter of course.

. 



Let the 1611 account of Thomas Coryat speak for those who follow 

 in his foot‐steps. “I was at a place where the whole fraternity of the Jews dwelleth 

together, which is called the Ghe6o, being an Island,” he notes, “for it is inclosed 

round about with water.” He then goes on to record the visual  iden0fying marks 

which Vene0an Jews are required to wear, especially when venturing  

outside the Ghe6o.   

He  does  not  men0on  that  the  same  markings  were  required  of  Jews  and 

pros0tutes. 



Even as he responds to its complexity, Coryat engages the central 
Jewish stereotypes promulgated by the poli0cs of isola0on that 
generated the Ghe6o. He focuses on the beauty of the Jewish 

women he sees in the synagogue.  

“In the roome wherein they celebrate their divine service, no 
women sit, but have a loj or gallery proper to themselves only, 

where I saw many Jewish women, whereof some were as 
beau0ful as ever I saw, and so gorgeous in their apparel, jewels, 
chaines of gold, and rings adorned with precious stones, that 

some of our English Countesses do scarce exceede them. “  



V. Citizens and Virtuosos 



Talmud 



    עיר
 וסופרים חכמים של

Responsa of Binyamin Zeev, Venice, 1539. Published by Daniel Bomberg 
Quoted by Paul Hamburg, “The Biblia Rabbinica: Printing Hebrew Books in the 
Venice Ghetto,” 
Italian Jewish Culture in the Age of the Ghetto 
Sunday, Jan. 25th, at the Museo ItaloAmericano 

 ונציאה

Hebrew Slide 



Biblia Rabbinica 



Modena Sermon 



Sara Copio Sonnet #1 
 The lovely Jew whose devout dialect
Evoked grace from the most sublime hearts
Now in the holy fires of heaven’s firmament
Sweetly delights the greatest intellects

With strains that grant souls release from great 
torments,

Ansaldo, and by which you gain the same respect,
Expressing her most chaste love in your account 
That holds the worlds, upon your rhymes, intent.

Thus, the immortal God born on Delos
Lends to your glory his glory’s content
That can be quenched by neither fire nor ice.

She again who has already made you poet,
Ruling that craft from the Heavenly skies,
Will always give purpose to the poems you write.
  
Sara Copio Sullam
Translated by Will Wells



Sara Copio Sonnet #1 



VI. Modern Visitors 



 “When at the age of thirty-two I all of a sudden found myself in the 
bowels of a different continent, in the middle of America, I used my 
first university salary to enact the better part of that dream and bought 
a  round-trip ticket, Detroit-Milano-Detroit.  The plane was jammed 
with Italians employed by Ford and Chrysler and going home for 
Christmas. When the duty-free opened midflight, all of them rushed to 
the plane’s rear, and for a moment I had a vision of a good old 707 
flying over the Atlantic crucifix-like: wings outstretched, tail down. 
Then there was the train-ride with the only person I knew in the city at 
its end. The end was cold, damp, black-and-white. The city came into 
focus. “And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was 
upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face 
of the waters,” to quote an author who visited here before. Then there 
was that next morning. It was Sunday, and all the bells were chiming.” 
Watermark, pp.41 – 44.

 For Brodsky, the visit to Venice was a homecoming. He chose to be 
buried in Venice. 

Joseph Brodsky 



“I always adhered to the idea that God is 1me, or at least that his spirit is. 

Perhaps this idea was even of my own manufacture, but now I don’t 

remember. In any case, I always thought that if the Spirit of God moved upon 

the face of the water, the water was bound to reflect it. Hence my sen1ment 

for water, for its folds, wrinkles, and ripples, and — as I am a Northerner — 

for its grayness. I simply think that water is the image of 1me, and every New 

Year’s Eve, in somewhat pagan fashion, I try to find myself near water, 

preferably near a sea or an ocean, to watch the emergence of a new helping, 

a new cupful of 1me from it. I am not looking for a naked maiden riding on a 

shell; I am looking for either a cloud or the crest of a wave hiIng the shore at 

midnight. That, to me, is 1me coming out of water, and I stare at the lace‐like 

paLern it puts on the shore, not with a gypsy‐like knowing, but with 

tenderness and with gra1tude.” Joseph Brodsky, Watermark, pp.41 – 44. 

Brodsky 2 



“This is the way, and in my case the why, I set my eyes on this 
city. There is nothing Freudian in this fantasy, or specifically 
chordate, although some evolu1onary — if not plainly atavis1c — 
or autobiographical connec1on could no doubt be established 
between the paLern a wave leaves upon the sand and its scru1ny 
by a descendant of the ichthyosaur, and a monster himself. The 
upright lace of Vene1an facades is the best line 1me‐alias‐water 
has leV on terra firma anywhere. Plus, there is no doubt a 
correspondence between — if not an outright dependence on — 
the rectangular nature of that lace’s displays — i.e. local buildings 
— and the anarchy of water that spurns the no1on of shape. It is 
as though space, cognizant here more than anyplace else of its 
inferiority to 1me, answers it with the only property 1me doesn’t 
possess: with beauty. And that’s why water takes this answer, 
twists it, wallops and shreds it, but ul1mately carries it by and 
large intact off into the Adria1c.”  Joseph Brodsky, Watermark, 
pp.41 – 44. 

Brodsky 3 



Venice by Dan Pagis 
As the stage sets on an olden play
The palaces will slowly sway
-pale greens, blues and scarlet –
In the black waters, and bowing
To their own bubbles
Wispy boats and chiseled bows,
The necks of birds.  At the top of
A pillar a golden lion will doze, he is The axis around whom, with 
many props Like a stage the entire city moves With paper masks.  And 
the foreign audience, In the thrall of the scene Of a magnificent 
city glowing once again, Hurrahs! 
And from all the balconies 
The actors will acknowledge, with hands on heart,
And with graceful bow, flourish their caps.
But with the silent closing of the evening
On the face of all these, 
suddenly the city rises 
Toward the skies, flowering for a third time 
In onyx and marble clouds.     translated by Paul Hamburg



Yehuda Amichai from Jerusalem 1967 



http://jewishstudies.ucsc.edu/Venetian Jewish 
Anthology  


